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LFL Ferrari 8143F $40 
HomoB

HomoPP
Lim-Flex(53/47)

CD: 12 (.41)  BW: 0.4 (.48)  WW: 64 (.46)  YW: 104 (.47)
MA: 23 (.40)  CM: 7 (.22)  SC: 0.7 (.17)  DC: 11 (.37)  CW: 19 (.44)  
RE: 0.77 (.41)  YG: -0.34 (.35)  MB: 0.32 (.40)  $MTI:  64

Ferrari came out of the Denver Yards to a Division Championship on the hill 
and besides his tremendous phenotype and performance he packs a pedigree 
wallop with calving-ease, maternal and marbling. Sired by MAGS Unite Together, 
this HOMO Black, HOMO Polled package should sire females to keep and bulls 
that are in demand. Thinking about getting in the fast lane? Better have a Ferrari.

Wulfs Gallagher 7056G $40 
R

HomoP
Lim-Flex(75/66.7)

CD: 15 (.43)  BW: -0.9 (.50)  WW: 77 (.48)  YW: 118 (.48) 
MA: 18 (.43)  CM: 7 (.27)  SC: 1.0 (.18)  DC: 14 (.38)  CW: 14 (.47)  
RE: 1.04 (.46)  YG: -0.55 (.37)  MB: 0.09 (.43)  $MTI: 61

Gallagher was a highlight of Wulf’s 2020 Sale. This outstanding Lim-Flex son of 
Xcellsior comes in a convenient 75% HOMO polled package making him just 
the ticket for purebred females that need a shot of calving-ease and marbling. 
If you are looking for a bull that will add performance and sound structure in a 
attractive package, Gallagher is your man.

CHR Free Agent 215F ET $40 
HomoB

HomoPP
Lim-Flex(51/45.9)

CD: 8 (.39)  BW: 1.1 (.45)  WW: 71 (.44)  YW: 113 (.44) 
MA: 19 (.40)  CM: 3 (.23)  SC: 1.7 (.22)  DC: 16 (.34)  CW: 54 (.44)  
RE: 0.78 (.41)  YG: -0.17 (.33)  MB: 0.25(.39)  $MTI: 62

Free Agent combines loads performance and growth with flawless structure. 
Very deep sided with tremendous spring of rib, this young son of MAGS Ali 
should sire cattle that will put on the pounds. He is out 
of the great AUTO Bliss female, giving him a tremendous 
pedigree. Very sound and big footed, Free Agent should 
sire solid bulls commercial men need and females for 
any pasture.

Wulfs Genius 5293G $40 
HomoB
HomoP

Purebred(91/82)

CD: 9 (.41)  BW: 0.8 (.50)  WW: 76 (.47)  YW: 115 (.48) 
MA: 23 (.40)  CM: 5 (.22)  SC: 1.45 (.15)  DC: 13 (.32)  CW: 16 
(.45)  RE: 1.36 (.41)  YG: -0.75 (.34)  MB: -0.3 (.40)  $MTI: 48

Wulfs Genius brings a new twist in a purebred pedigree to the table that combines 
a great phenotype with one of the most balanced sets of EPDs in the business. 

Look over the convenience traits, HOMO B, HOMO P with 
strong scrotal and excellent maternal. Genius is deep 
made and thick down his top while staying sound in 
his structure. If you need a bull with balance in kind and 
numbers, think Genius.


